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THE DESIGN OF A REAL-TIME SIGNAL SORTER

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of signal sorting is to process data from a radar receiver at high rates and identify
various emitters as the sources of pulses. This problem is very acute in a threat-engagement scenarin
characterized by a large amount of electromagnetic activity and the need to respond to threats in real
time. Current front-end processing schemes used in real-time systems cannot process receiver ou'puts
with more than a million pulses per second, wl :h could occur in such a scenario, on a pulse-b.N-pulse
basis. This research focused on the design of a system that could handle these high pulse densities

The processing strategy that has been developed as a result of this work is to filter out quickly the
pulses of those emitters which have already been identified, thus allowing more processing time for the
unidentified emitters. This filtering is done in a content-addressable memory (CAM).* as shown in
Fig. 1. The data on the emitters that have been identified are stored in the CAM. These data are com-
pared to the data from the input pulses. The matching in the CAM is done on the emitter parameters
detected by the receiver, namely, direction of arrival ()OA) and carrier frequency (FRt:Q). Pulse
width is also generally determined by the receiver. Ilowever, uncertainties in actuall% detecting and
accurately measuring the edges of the pulse render this parameter less useful for sorting lhereflore,
pulse width is not used in this mat'=hing scheme. Since the size of the CAM is limited and the namber
of active emitters is not known beforehand, the ('AM is foaded with the parameters of the emtter's
pulses which are next expected t arrive at the receiver. It is possible to load the CAM with the next
expected pulses if the last pulse arrival time and the pulse repetition inter,.al (PRI) are kno n I lic
emitter pulses which are matched in the (.AN need no further processing \cex.pt to .onpute thc
expected next arrival time, which is a simple addition. 1 his assumes a stable PRI or i lPRI % hkh aries
over a small window.

Several other factors complicate this filtering task. Missing pulse. overlap of pulses, and me.t-
surement uncertainties in the receiver increase the amount of processing needed to identitl the PRI of
each particular emitter. Emitters which intentionally vary their PRI add further problems in computing
PRIs and next arrival times. If the signal sorter is part of' an airborne system, the I).\ -arameter of
the emitters will change with time. Some emitters can also vary the FREQ with time. Since )OA and
FREQ are the primary sorting parameters, an extra amount of processing is needed if either of these
parameters changes, because the pulses will not match in the CAM.

The size and power constraints of airborne systems rule out the use of the large, high-speed
supercomputers which would be theoretically necessary to achieve the required processing speeds. But
by use of the CAM filtering scheme with a small array of' microprocessors, a signal sorter can be con-
structed using large-scale-integration (LSI) circuits which can handle the high data rates and meet the
siue and power constraints. The end result of this work was the construction of a laboratory prototype
of a real-time signal-sorting system.

*A glossary of lerms is included as an appendix.
Manuscript submitted October 15, 1981.
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IIUSSON AND EVANS

SOFTWARE SIMULATION

To test various architectures and algorithms prior to constructing a hardware model ofl the signal
sorter, it sot'ware simulation was first written. The simulation was written in FORTRAN and modeled
the system to the register level of detail.

In addition to the simulation of a signal sorter system, a sofltware model of' the environnent was
constructed to provide an input data stream for testing the sorter operation. The environment model
canl generate an interleaved set of pulses, such its would be seen in it real environment. Various types
of' emitters can be generated. This includes regular emitters with stable parameters and exotic emitters
such as those that %ary their PRI or f'requency. The model allows various signal densities and different
mixes of emitter types to be run. All of the emitter parameters are changeable on a run basis, but the
same environnent can be generated to run against different sorter designs for comparison.

A model of an antenna and receiver systen was also made as part of the overall simulation. The
antenna system parameters were chosen to model a feasible system. The ability to measure the angle
of' arrival on a pulse-to-pulse basis was modeled in the antenna and receiver system. This parameter
wras shown to be important in the signal sorting process.

Various signal-sorter options and architectures were evaluated using these software models, and
sonic results of these studies have been reported [1-4]. The architecture that appeared to work best for
dense environments is shown in Fig. 1.

BUFFER DATA FROM RECEIVER

UNMATCHED DATA

CAM MATCHED DATA C AUT OMATI C

LOAD ARRAY

PROCESSOR BUFFER

LITMODULE MODUOE MODULE

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR [PROCESSOR IDENTIFICATION

I I 1 2 AND

Fig. I - Signal-sorling system btock diagram

SIONAL-SORTER ARCIETECTURE

As shown in Fig. I, the signal-sort i ng system is partitioned, both logically and physically, into
several different subtasks: matching the input data from the receiver in the content-addressable nenory
(CAM), emitter identification and file management in the microprocessor array, forming of the List of
next expected pulse arrivals, and loading the CAM from the List. These sublasks all run simultane-
ously and asynchronously. This is accomplished by the use of first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers between
these different subsystems. The FIFOs smooth out the variations in input data rates to the different
subsystems and allow them to perform their tasks asynchronously as required.
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Interrogation in the ICAM

The input to the CAM buier consists of the )OA and FREQ parameters from the receiver and
the time of arrival (TQA) of the pulse from a real-time clock in the system. The )OA and FRt-Q of
the new pulse are tested against all the emitters in the CAM simultaneously. A CAM is a memory that
is accessed, not by addresses, out by contents. In the scheme implemented in this system, an exact
match of all bits is required for a pulse to match. For a matched pulse, an expected next time of arrival
(NTOA) is computed from the TOA and the pulse repetition interval (PRI), which is stored in a
memory parallel to the CAM, as shown in Fig. 2. The matched data and the NTOA are then passed to
the List-forming processor so that they can be loaded into the CAM at the proper time .or the arrival of
the next pulse from that emitter.

CAM :BUFFER

DOA FREDt I I -
Pl DOA, FREO1

PRI1  DOAi FREQi

-INTERROGATE

PRI' DOAK'

PR-IK DO- FREQK - MATCHED
I 

DT

PRI MEMORY PRI K  CAM

+ TOA (FROM REAL TIME
CLOCKI

NTOA

I Ig 2 - t-he ( N \1 h.i1rj\% arC

If a pulse is not matched in the CAM, it is passed to the microprocessor array through the FIFO
ARRAY buffer for further processing to determine the reason "hy it was not matched. There are
several reasons why a pulse might not match in the CAM. Ncw pulses which had not yet been charac-
terized would not match. Also, missing pulses and pulses wth varying parameters would cause non-
match conditions. Since the match criterion is an exact match of all bits, quantization errors will
prevent some matches of previously characterized cmitters.

Microprocessor Array

The FIFO ARRAY buffer receives the data from the pulses which are not matched in the CAM.
The buffer contains in parallel the )OA, FRt'Q. and Fo(\ of the pulse. The output of the FIFl(O
ARRAY buffer is connected to the microprocessor array. 1he microproccssei array consists of three
identical, parallel microprocessors. ch processor has a 41)96-word random-access memor (RAM),
which contains the emitter files.

The emitter files are partitioned among the three separale m.e-ories according to I)()A. There
are 64 )OA cells, each of which covers approxirniately 6' in azimuth. Iach processor memory con-
tains one-third of the DOA cells, distributed in such a fashion that adjacent )OA cells are in different

'.,...i3



HUSSON AND EVANS

processors, as shown in Fig. 3. This interleaved arrangement facilitates the file-searching procedure.
Since the DOA of a moving emitter should only change by one between consecutive pulses, and any
uncertainty in DOA measurement would be one cell, it is only necessary to search for an unmatched
pulse in the current DOA cell and the two adjacent to it. Therefore, the three-processor configuration
allows the three DOA cells to be searched simultaneously. Figure 3 shows a pointer stored in the first
location of each DOA cell. This pointer is the address of the next available free location in the cell. By
looking at this value, the processor can tell directly how many emitters are in that DOA cefl.

PROCESSOR I PROCESSOR 2 PROCESSOR 3
LOC. MEMORY MEMORY MEMORY

0 POINTER POINTER POINTER
I

DOA 0 DOA I DOA 2

128 POINTER POINTER POINTER

129

DOA 3 DOA 4 DOA 5

2688 POINTER POINTER POINTER
2689

DOA 60 DOA 61 DOA 62
DOA 63

Fig. 3 - Microprocessors' rnerno map (emlitter rile

Two other parameters which help speed up the file-management task are derived from the DOA
field through hardware- mapping tables. The FUNCTION tells the microprocessor whether it contains
the DOA file of the current pulse or the adjacent DOA cell file for that pulse, either above or below%.
The BLOCK ADDRESS gives the beginning address within the RAM memory of the DOA file to be
searched. Using this address, the processor can access directly the proper DOA cell.

in the microprocessors, the emitter pulse is compared with those in the same DOA cell and also
the two adjacent DOA cells. A between-limits match is performed on the FREQ parameter of thle
pulse. If a match is found, the parameters are updated in the file and the information is passed to the
List-forming stage. An emitter which is not found in the file is added to the file.

Five parameters are stored in the file for each emitter. The FREQUENCY and TIMIE 01:-
ARRIVAL inputs to ihe processor, along with the computed PULSE REPITION INTERVAL and
TYPE are kept in the file. The number of pulses seen (NPR) is also kept for those emitters which
have not yet been identified and classified by TYPE and PRI.

4
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Greater flex ibilifV could be achieved in the microprocessor array if all the memories %%,ere i.-ccssi-
be by all the processors. [his couhld allo" more overlap in processing amiong tile three pri cessrs than
is currently possible. Ilowever, this ad antage ,oLid be ngCatCd h\ he menory-c (ntention problenis
and the added nelnor\-contention ardware. \nor her trade-oft are,, is tie fixed iaxinlum Si/c (0' lhe
D)\ hi ,. No promision was made :t this %%ork l'or a possible o erflo\% condition Inore than 25
emitter entries in one 5.t< I)OA cell). .A more tlexlb.,, dynamic nilemor.\ allocation schene v, ould also
increase the required processing time and decrease o'. erall throughput.

List-Forming Processor

Tile List is an ordered arrangement of the emitter pulses which ha\e Ken identified and are hine
held until each is loaded into the CAM just primi to its next pulse arrmal, lhe List consists of a
number of 111:[0 bins which are ordered as a sequence of time slots. lach bin is loaded o oh lhosc
emitters whose expected next arri\al times fall within the same time slol. The con tents or a bin )I th
List are then loaded into the CAM one emitter at a time during the aptiipriate linc slot, a.I deter-
mined by the real-time clock. No ordering is done on tile data %\ithin a si\en bin other than the firi-
in-first-out characteristics of the buffers. Figure 4 illustrates the List and the CAM loading data paths

LIST BUFFER

CAM MATCHED DATA

MULTIPLEXER

L.WRITE I

•BIN 1

CAM LOAD BUFFER

Fig. 4 - Lisi-forming/toad-CAM stages

An emitter is loaded into the proper bin of the List corresponding to its NTOA. The association
of a particular bin with a given NTOA is determined by a group of consecutive bits in the NTO.\
referred to as "time-slot" or "time-window" bits. To have at uniform distribution of* the emitters in thle
bins, and to be able to load the emitters into the CAM to provide the highest hit ratio, thle appropriate
values for the time slot should be chosen. This includes the number of' bits in the timie wvindow., %,'hich
determines the number of bins, and the location of the bits within the NTOA word, whlich determines
the width of the time window.

Many- different configurations of' the List were tried using the simulation. Se'.eral differe2nt
configurations of* the number of' bin,~ and the time window were shown to be effective fo0r at large range
oif different environments. It wits found, ats expected, that the optimum list configurations \\ere related
to the expected range of' PRIs in the environment. Some of' these configurations were not practicall '\
feasibile because they required an excessive amount of' hardware. Several of' the configurations did fit

5 R°gO
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within both the size and perfor-nance constraints. Thus, the hardware was built to allow se eral
different List configurations to b- used. -he List can be configured as either 8 or 16 bins with time
slots of either 128 or 256 As.

The List-forming processor receives the data from either the microprocessor array through the
List Buffer or the CAM match circuitry and loads it into the proper bin in the List. This List is ordered
in time only by the bins which contain the emitters and not within the bins themselves.

CAM-Load Processor

The CAM-load processor loads the CAM from the List during those time periods when the CAM
is not busy processing the data from the receiver. A real-time clock is used to select the bin from
which data are loaded into the CAM. The time slot, as described above, is generated from the real-
time clock and is used to determine the module number (bin) from which data are loaded into the
CAM.

This procedure of loading the CAM in time slots attempts to make efficient use of the limited
CAM space by the loading of only those emitters into the CAM which the system expects to see during
the next period of time. Emitters are loaded into the CAM during the same time slot as their next
expected arrival time. The loading of an emitter into the CAM precedes its expected arrival time by an
amount of time less than or equal to the size of the time slot. However, delays in loading the CAM
from the List due to multiple entries in the same time slot could cause the emitter data to be loaded
into the CAM after the expected arrival time.

When the CAM is loaded from the List, a window is applied on the real-time clock, to determine
the bin for CAM loading, identical to the window used on the NTOA word to determine the bin for
loading the List. Once the bin is determined, its data are unloaded sequentially from top to bottom
(i.e., FIFO). The emitters in the List are ordered only by next arrival time into the proper bin. A fully
time ordered list would overload the List-forming processor and the CAM-load processor.

EMITTER PROCESSING ALGORITHM

An emitter pulse is channeled to the microprocessor array when it does not match with the con-
tents of the CAM. This could occur because of a new emitter, whose parameters are not vet in the tile:
a previously missing pulse, which caused the emitter not to be in the CAM: pulse overlap, which dis-
torted the parameters detected by the receiver: receiver measurement quantization error: )OA change:
or varying parameters, such as PRI or frequency. The task of the microprocessor array is to determine
whether the unmatched pulse is from a new emitter or is due to one of the other causes listed. If it is
from a new emitter, the processor will attempt to compute the pulse repetition interval (PRI) using the
successive pulses seen. The parameters of the new emitter will be stored in the proper DOA cell of the
emitter file. The processors will also assign a type to each emitter as a regular (stable PRI) emitter, a
pulse-group emitter, a CW emitter, or a jittered PRI emitter.

Figure 5 shows the flowcharts for the processing algorithm. The processing of a new pulse from
the buffer is begun simultaneously in all three microprocessors. Therefore, a processor must wait until
both of the others are finished with the pre~ious pulse. A processor shows this ready state by setting
the SYNC flag. When the three SYNC flags are set and a pulse is in the FIF() ARRAY buflCr, the OK
flag is set true. l his signals the processors to read the next set of emitter data from the buffer lhe
five data words read from the F:1l 0 ARRAY buffer are )()A, FRi:Q. TOA, FUI N('TI()N, BI()('K
AI)I)RF ISS.

6 .
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'ICXK O skU1Nie hitoe Iltie , site uI Ile fil,/i\ ,il )Lethesw p irAuisusdi'i in ! h p

cessiflot~ad aries %w time1. sNuch aS Mihen Jaddto~lj crat er.s ire fi rst seen r he processinrg dela\ is
tieamount of iefrom khen an emitter pU Re is seen at the receis er until it is processed through the

s'%stemn. This is imnportant for a real- time response in a threat scenario

It was seen that, as expected, these various performance measures were coupled. Changing a
parameter in the system configuration could have different effects on the different performance mea-
sures. Therefore, comparisons between various architectures and systemn configurations must take into
account several of the performance measures. No specific attempt at combining the different perfor-
mance measures into a single overall performance number or rating has been made.

The simulation results discussed in this report all use the same basic architecture shown in Fig. 1.
Other architectures were studied and some of the results have been reported [1-41. Different parame-
ters of the system were varied and compared using the simulation program, Some of the m )re interest-
ing results will be shown.

Theoretically, all parameters in the simulation program can he changed from run to run. flow -
ever. some parameters are generally held fixed once the basic architecture has been designed These
include such things as the number of microprocessors in the emitter identification irra' the processing
times for different functions in the system,. and the maximum buffer siies Allomcei Sonie of these were
fixed due to physical and technological constraints and some %ere found b% experimentation The
other parameters being tested, which were therefore %ariahle from run to run. \&ere set interactiicl~ b%
user inputs. Figure 6 shows an example of' the user interaction \%iih tlie program Ithe user starts the
simulation by entering SIEG MESS4 at the computer terminal I-it: program then prompits the user for
the different input parameters and waits for the user to enter the desired %.iues

Figure 6 also shows the outputs to the user terminaml for a run of h i NIUlAt iil I hec user inlput
parameters are shown as part of' the output. The NI. 11W1 R () Il1 \11 I I I R' s 1he11 lnmber (it emitters
desired in the scenario for the run. The parameters for thewseminn ers arc ilici sc! inl hci da.i Lcnc(era
program. using the random number generator 1,%ithin d Spcciid rainL!L id a ril piritlie \.et iuS I hie
MAX. SEPARATION BET. ON T IMES is thle period of trie durn ~i I i all t11c emittecrs .ire turned
on. [or example. in the case shown, all thle emitters \%ill he tilt hL I" fii7 ttilie' slitl Of (Iftcion
Illaiving all the enmitters turn on in a short period (I' ime Mt 02 0i siiiil.iic-.N Liisi-ise ii sii l~ial
for the systemn. The beginning oif the run is, set as time 00i s I he \\si ( R~~ II( K I 1\1 I\
MiI(R( SEC is thle amiount of' time required for procssing anl input pUke Ill thle Con tell t-.ddrcNs~ihle

miemnirs Subsection. This includes the aniunt of'i time to reaid tile pulse front the Ituflet . iter r1it
the C AM. and place tile matched or unmatched data in thle proper ! ufi e1r I lie \1i1 PRO( P I 111i IN
I ICR( SEC PER I NSTRU. CTIO N is thle machine crte time (if the milcroproessomrs being Simulated

The CAM MAN AG;ER PR( W. TIME IN N'i ICROSFC refers, tim the amiount if' itme required b\ tiles -
teni toi load the parameters of' one emitter from thie List to the CAMN All of these pricessing timies
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1K, SEG ",ESS4

NUMPER OF EMITTERS 50

*X SEPAP4TIO': BET. ON TIM!ES = .C2

ASSCC. FROC. TIOE IN MICFOSEC = 1.0

YPP PROC. TIE IN. MICROSEC PvR INSTRUCTION = 0.3

C11* VAR.AGER PROC. TIME IN 1ICROSEC 1.C

# CAP' ;E S =24

INITIAL N OF MOD. IN TFlE LCAM STACK = 16

INITIAL 0 OF 2ITS ShIFTED = 512

ADVAr.CE LCAD TIME IN MICROSEC = r,

NUPPER OF EMITTERS IDENTIFIED BEFORE CONFIG = 2'10

RUN TIME IN SEC. = 0.1

NMCtJT= 9 M CNT= 1L98 r'AX= 5 11 C AMP = 2 MPPE= 5 UPDPUF= 0
M.TIME=V.O07158 ,CWL= 1520 MLCA.BUF= 7 IDCAD= 2
ICFD= C .*EA= 1t6G P1I = 161 I NLT1= 9 I:LT2= 2 ILT3= 57

C 0 1 0 L' 3 0 C G 1 0 1 11
C 2 3 C U 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1
C 0 2 0 ? 0 2 1 r7 ! 1 2 2 0 1 2
L C i o 11 0 I c I C 0 000
TOTAL E ITERS IP ' MPPR= 50

13 14 14 11 13 10 13 1? 12 13 13 12 14 12 16 16

STOP

Fig 6 - Typical simulation run

were determined by the architecture used and the speeds of commercially available components. By
changes in these processing-time parameters different parts of the system can be sped up or slowed
down for experimental purposes and worst-case analyses.

The # CAM REGS parameter allows the user to set the number of words in the CAM in the
simulation. This is important because a content-addressable memory consumes a much larger amount
of space per bit than a conventional random-access memory and it should be kept as small as possible
without degrading performance. The next two user input parameters set the configuration of the List.
The INITIAL # OF MOD. IN THE LCAM STACK sets the number of bins in the List, and the INI-
TIAL # OF BITS SHIFTED allows the user to enter the time slice per bin in microseconds. The RUN
TIME IN SEC. is the length of the simulated engagement. The length of a run should be at least
several times the amount of time needed for all the emitters to turn on, to show both the transient and
steady-state operation of the system.

Also shown in Fig. 6 are the resulting outputs of the simulation run. NEA is the total number of
pulses entering the system from the receiver during the run. NIA is the number of pulses which (lid
not match in the CAM and NMCNT is the number of these misses which occurred after the emitters
had been identified and put in the emitter file (steady state). MCNT is the number of' pulses which
matched in the CAM. The maximum sizes of the CAM input buffer and the MPPR FIF( array buffer
during the run are shown as CAMB and MPPB. MAX is the maximum delay of a pulse through the
system in microseconds.
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The distribution of emitters in the emitter file among the 64 I)OA cells is shown next, along with
the total number of emitters in the file at the end of the run. The last set of output numbers shows the
maximum instantaneous sizes of each of the List bins during the run.

These outputs provide cumulative statistics on the performance of the signal sorter during the
run. For example, all the displayed results show maximum values or total counts. To judge perfor-
mance more fully, it is necessary to see how some of these performance measures varied during the
run rather than to see just the total or maximum values. For this reason the ability to provide plots of
any variable in the program vs time was added to the simulation.

From the simulation-run example shown in Fig. 6, several variables were plotted vs time, and the
plots are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the count of the number of pulses which miss in the
CAM. It is also the total number of pulses going into the microprocessor array, From this graph, it is
seen that there are two distinct portions of the run. All of the emitters are turned on during the initial
0.02 s of the run, and they generate a high rate of misses in the CAM until they have all been
identified and put into the emitter file. Once the emitters have been identified, the rate of misses
decreases drastically, showing the effectiveness of the steady-state filtering in the CAM during this run.
The parameter MPPR [Fig. 7(b)] shows the maximum number of pulses in the buffer between the
CAM circuitry and the microprocessor array. All of the missed pulses in the CAM pass through this
buffer. This value peaks during the time when the emitters are still being identified and the rate of
input to this buft c is high, as is shown by Fig. 7 (a). Figure 7(c) shows the processing delay for pulses
through the system. This parameter is also greatest during the initial phase of the run, when all the
new emitters are being identified and the processing load is greatest. The processing delay is defined as
the amount of time from the time of arrival of the pulse to the time the microprocessor array has com-
pleted processing that pulse. This includes the processing times in the CAM and the microprocessor
array and the delays in the FIFO buffers.

Ln

(n

-T I T Ir- t T I ' T 1

fI g 7(,11 -- ( X f niss . % sl (ni (1 fimtIe d)
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Fig. 7(b) - Array processing buffer size vs time (50 emitters)

E1

L

4)

8.W 1.01 0.02 .03 0.04 0.5 0.06 0.07 0.08 6.09 1.t
RUN TIME (sec.)

Fig. 7 (c) - Pulse-processing delay vs time (50 emitters)

COMPARISON OF ARCHITECTURES

These simulation tools were developed to allow comparisons of different system configurations in
a much easier way than by changing and rechanging hardware. This section will show how some
different system parameters were determined and tuned using the simulation. Other system architec-
tures have been examined [1,21 as well as different architectures for the microprocessor array [3,41.
The example used shows the time-slice size of the List bins being varied to determine an optimal List
configuration. The computer outputs of runs using three different bin sizes, with all other system
parameters held constant, are shown in Figs. 8(a) through 8(c). By examining the value of NMCNT
(nonmatches in the €ontent-addressable memory front-end), we can see that a bin size of 512 As works

14
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OK, SEG tESS4

'IJMBER OF ElIITTERS Nr*)

MAX SEPARATION BET. ON TIP4 ES .02

ASSOC. PkOC. TIME IN MICROSEC = I.C

%7PP PFOC. TIVE IN ICQOSEC PEP Ir.STRIICTICN - 0.3

CaM MANACER POOC. TIE I: MICROSFC 1.0

0 CAM REGS = 24

INITIAL Ii OF 'OD. IN THE LCAA STACK 16

INITIAL 0 OF EITS SHIFTED = 256

ADVANCE LOAf) TIME IN MICpOSEC = r

%UMBER OF EMITTERS IDENTIFIED PEFORE CONFIG = 100

RUN TIME IN SEC. = 0.1

NMCNT= 565 VCNT= 1737 MAX= 921 CAl= 2fNppP= 12 UPDBLF= C

MTIME=0.01P287 f:C,,,L
=  2?94 rLCAPUF= F IDOAC

=  4

ICFO- 0 NEA= 2546 NIA= f%0? INLT1= 565 IhLT2= L I1.LT3= 641

O 0 3 V' 3 0 1 1 4 2 1 7 2 7 4 0

2 3 2 2 C1 I 11 0 1 1 1 C U
2 1 0 3 f) 3 2 1 r c 0 2 1 3 C. 2

1 0 1 7 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 O 1)

TOTAL EMITERS IN I'PPP= Fr'
17 15 15 14 13 14 14 15 1c 17 14 13 16 15 17 17

**** STOP

Fig,. 8(a) - Simulation run with 
2 56 -M s List bin size
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OK, SEC !ESS1L

*:UMP!ER OF EMIITTERS S(

'SSEPARATICN 6,ET. ON TIMES =.l

A~S SOC . P.-%(C . TIM~E 11. I CPCSE C =1 .0

MPP~ PROC. TIME IN~ FeICPOSEC PER INSTRUCTIO'J n.03

CAM MAN~AGER PPOC . T IME 11 MICR OSE C =1. 0

-7 CAIN PEGS = 24

INITIAL P OF MOD. IN~ THE LCAY STACK = l

IIJITIAL A OF ?ITS SHIFTED = 512

ADVAN.CE LOAD TIPME IN ft1C 0 OSFC = r

NU1MSER OF EMITTERS IDENTIFIED PEFORE COINFIG 100

RUN TIfE IN SEC. = C.1

'4~%= 25 rCNT= ?277 V~AX= .147 CW'S= ?YPPB= 11 UPDAUF= 0
fATIfPE=P.01 7958 hCt.L= 2329 rLCA'1PUF= 4 IDCAD= 4
ICFD= ' NFA= 2546 NIA= 26F' INL71= 25 INLT2= 4 INLT3= 101

P003 030 11 42 13 2 74 a
2 3 2n2 10 11 1 c 1 110 oc
? 1 03 C 32 1 C 002 1 3 02

C 01 32 221 1 210 n On0 C
TOTAL EiAITERS IN MPPR= F0.

17 20 17 19 20 23 15S 22 22 17 19 21 21 19 24 1S

STOP

Fig. 8(b) - Simulation tun with Sl2-,us List bin size
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OK, SFG VSS4

NUMBER OF EMITTERS 80

IPAX SEPARATION PET. ON TIMES .02

ASSOC. PROC. TIMF IN MICROSEC 1.0

"PP PROC. TIME IN MICPOSEC PEP INSTPUCTION = 0.3

CAM MANAGER PROC. TIME IN MICRCSEC 1.0

4 CAM kEGS = 24

INITIAL 0 OF POD. IN THE LCAV STACK 16

INITIAL # OF RITS SHIFTEV = 1"24

ADVAECE LOAD TIME IN MICoOSEC

NUMBER OF EMITTERS IDENTIFIEC SEFORE CONFIG = 1 1

RUN TIIE IN SEC. = C.1

4MCNT= 374 MCNT= lC?8 FAX= F47 CAMP= 2!,PP9= 11 L!PDUF= 0
MTIME=C.017958 NCYL= 2662 MLCPi IUF F IDOAD =  L
ICFD= 0 tlEA= 2546 NIA =  617 INLT1 374 INLT2= 4 It.LT3= 45C

C0 3 0 3 0 1 L 2 1 3 2 7 4
2 3 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 C 1 1 1 0 0
21 0 r 3 2 1 C 0 0 2 1 3 n 2

0 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 c c 0 c 0

TOTAL EMITERS IN MPPP= PO
35 38 33 37 29 34 40 37 35 39 31 3E 38 32 36 41

**** STCP

Fig. 8(c) - Simulation run %kith 10 2 4 -Ms list bin size
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best when there are 16 bins in the Lkt, for the environment that was used in the run. The data-
generator routine for these runs alloweu emitters to be generated with pulse repetition inter\ il (PRI)
\alues ranging beteen 500 ps and 8 ms. The number of emitters in the scenario "as 8W All emitters
were regular-type emitters, meaning that they had stahle f'rcquency and PR- paranl'ctrs. The tlot,,
pulse density \kas on the order of 25.000 pulses per second.

When the List bin size is 512 p s. the total time taken to cycle through all l bins is X.192 ins,.
which is greater than the maximum time between pulses of any emitter in the scenario. This
configuration therefore works best. The main reason why a bin size of 256 ps does not perform as well
is that the system will cycle through all the bins of the List in 4.096 ms. For those emitters whse PRI
is greater than this value, the problem of where to put the next pulse in the List occurs. These
emitters may not get into the CAM at the proper time, and thus more misses will occur in the CAM.
which "ill generate a greater processing load on the system. A bin size of 1024 ps causes a different
effect. Since many emitters will have PRIs less than the time-slice size of a bin, more than one copy of
the same emitter may be in one bin simultaneously. This could cause the number of entries in a bin to
exceed the CAM size, which could cause emitters in the CAM to be overwritten by others before the
emitter pulse arrives. This again would cause an increase in the number of misses in the CAM. Figure
9 graphically shows the count of CAM misses vs time during the three runs. It can be seen that the
performance of the system during the initial emitter turn-on and identification phase was identical for
all three runs.

I BIN size = 256 usec.
2 BIN size = 512 usec.

3 BIN size- 1024 sec.

zn

Ln
a_

19 
2

0.0 0.01 0.02 0 03 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.07' 0.09 0.09 0. 10
RUN TIME (sec.)

Fig 9 - C.\M misses t% Lisi bin size

SIGNAL-SORTER PROTOTYPE HARDWARE

The signal-sorter system shown in Fig. I and described in the Signal-Sorter Architecture section
has been constructed as a laboratory prototype. The system consists of IS wire-wrapped 23 cm by 23
cm (9 in. by 9 in.) circuit boards (Fig. 10). Schottky Bipolar semiconductor logic is the predominant
tYpe employed. This section provides details of the various subsections of the system.

18
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nleant that a custom-designed processor Aas needed. The otlher advantage of [tle bit-slice approach was
that it allo%ed a custom-designed, microprogrammed instruction set to be implemented. This lurther
enhanced the processing.-speed capabilities. Among the several available bit-slice microprocessors, the

M2901 %as chosen because it was 4 bits wide, it used a single power supply, and it had many corpat-
ble support circuits, since its internal electronics were the popular TTL type.

The architecture and instruction set of the processors were designed specifically tor this signal-
sorting task, but with enough instruction-set flexibility to allow different identification algorithms to be
programmed. Many custom instructions were microprogrammed to perform several tasks simultane-
ously during one instruction cycle. Each processor occupies two circuit boards. On what is called the
main board are the arithmetic logic unit (ALU), the control unit, the program memory ( I K x 16), and
the interrupt logic, as shown in Fig. 11. The auxiliary processor board (Fig. 12) contains the data
memory 14 K x 16) and the I/O buffers to the Common Stack FIFO and List buffer FIFO. The two
boards are linked by two unidirectional 16-bit data busses and various other clock and control signals.
The ) bus is a tristate input bus which is also connected to the output of the FIFO ARRAY BUFFER.
Figure 13 shows the fabricated auxiliary processor board. The three processors are linked together by
the interrupt signals and the Common Stack. The Common Stack is a 64-word FIFO that is used to
pass data among the three processors.

YOSs

PROGRAM COUNTER a
U

EXT INT INTERRUPT F
LOGIC BUFE

EXTERNAL PF0GA

OATA MEO-
INPUTS D

1REGISTERLO

LOGI

CSNAL 0 CIRUT PHASES

CONTROL SIGNALS

Fig. II - Microprocessor block diagram
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12INPUT BUFFER RO-CS
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Fig. 12 - Microprocessor auxiliary board block diagram
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5 CAM24
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buffer x\ bicb contains the digitized receiver outputs. I-le (',\\NI buffer is a 64-\wrdi b\ 24-bit firsi-inl-
first-out 11-11:) butler, whichi gets its inputs f'rom thie receiver outputs. or from the data streamn generai-
tor in the case of' thle laboratory tests.

'The PRI memory is a 24-word by 12-bit memory configured in parallel to thle 24-s\ ord CAM N
arra\. It holds the PRI values of' the emnitters currently in thle C.A I. These PR I %alues are used to
generate the expected next timec of' arrival I NTOA) of' those pulses M itch nmch in thle CA NI T-he

NACIIlogic decodes the M ATCH outputs f'rom thle CA NI to thle address of' the (CA NI location 0tat
was matched~ This address is used to get the proper vatlue f'rom the PR I memiory to calculate the
N TOA.

The List hardware consists of' the l6 1 ist bins, thle List input multiplexer, and thle I ist bufler. as,
shown in Fig. 4. Included with each bin of' the List is logic whIichi allos~s thle List to be configuICredNI
either 8 or 1 6 bins and also logic wAhich keeps track of' thle numrber of' emitters in each bi of' the I Ist
an1d the maimum11.I~ number in thle bin since systemn reset.

F~ach bin is at 1:110 of' 04 w\ords hr 36 bits. The bin sizc is 64 w\ords because the high-speed HI
devices used to fabricate it are 64 wvords dfeep) by 4 bits wide. The bits are- dis ided among1 three fields.
12 bits each f'or DOA,. I:RlIQtIIN(CY. and PRI. The determination of' M~itch bin tn thle I ],,I to loa1d anI
emlitter into is based on f'our bits f'rom tlie exopected next time of' arr ial \ ord.

.I lie I ist butler i~s thle butler between thle microprocessor array' and the L.is!. 1 Ii is has aiso bee il

refecrred to ats the l oad CAMN Stack IThe sizc of' this bufli.. r is 64 s\ ords h.\ 16 bits. I hie four 'I \Ods, for
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I( \I contrllerL11 can no ie anI incoing pleLst Te threticals If liitli reurd ola theurn(AICf-

: troller scemne i., a niaxi mumn input data rate of' about 500,0001 pulses per second. IfIigher data
throtughput r,itlcs could be ac-hies ed by increasing thle amiount of' logic in thle CAMN controller toi overlap
the multiple tasks.

CMMtC ADDRESS MICROCONTROLLE

SIGN ALS

I (,iIi - M cof ntrIllcr

A llmkchart of' the CAMN cintroller process is showin in Fig. 17. Since the controller has multiple
tasks, thev are prioritized in the order i I process input pulse data. (2) load thle List, (3) load the
C ANi. These priorities are implemented in the microcode b\ the order in s% hich thle controller checks
thle status (lags.

LABORlATORY TESTI NG

[1lie slianal-sorter stistein has been inicterlCed to 1W, LoIeicIdl-p1irp(Ise Ill I COrlrpUIters or testing In
hie lahb ra tor. The ili nicompu ters are a Prime' P30iii OIL! IN) and ,I Prime 11400) Both arc I h-hit
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sythro un t leartr tAM test theeoera harwae otercaton em.Temntoigfncin l h

I\ e o herdta streamnb generateor sotine. uset ohe samses data smenator (tiessd ihn 20ief
emt te simuleeatio. [lhe operator nputtoftes rotine isA di numbe ofraemiters desred.ac pmttrgram

lien iigenera ics a -set of' eniit ters withI random parameters. From the cinitier parameters a lisi ol' pUlses

output to) the signal sorter i real ltiie. based] onl the T( As comiputedl. A n external I -NI I/ clock pro-
ides i11C tiling for (lie computer to Output the data stream., This data stream allo\\s Ior a iiio)rL
1iio ue test of' thle hardware arid tilie signal sorti ng processing schiemie. Both I of' the daita -sirca ii gcii-

eratu1rs C,11 pros ide repeatable data streamis for comparing different system cotifigura ions arid for en i-
11 i ng hiard %are operational status.

The liard(Nare monitor function of' reading the microprocessor data nieniories allows the operator
to look at t(lie emiitter tiles. This can sho~k ho% niaril\ crilitters have been identified aiid their stored
parameters I l)(Y.. 1:R EQ. T( A. TYPE. PRO.

The display program on the P400 coniputer provides a real-time display of' those cliitirs
ilentiftied b\ thle miicropirocessoir array. The (lispla\ is sintiply at dumnp of' tilie data passing onl lie intier-
face bet%%cen the microprocessor array and the List huller of the signal sorter. The data passing this
point are those emitters which have been identified by the processors and those emitters % liicli %ere
previously identified but for sonic reason did riot match at pulse in the (AM1. The display programl
currently has no provision for purging nonactive eniitters fromt thle graphics displa\. hilt it is useful for
providing real-time feedback of system operation in ternis of' seeing what emitters have been Idenitified.
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Several other external signals are also being monitored These include the slt. of the micropro-
cessors (RUN, IIALT. FAt.ULT), the microprocessor SYNC signals, and the numher of N() N.. I(I,
in the content-addressable memory. The microprocessors' status and the S'i N( arc dispha.\cd in I I s),
on the control panel. Fhe number of N0 MAICII, is kept in an external hard%,arc counter

Test Results

Blasic tests of' each hard\%are module Ce Made during the integration proccss \lcr the s stil
was completel. built and tes, ted. further tests \crc conducted to determine if t lie s' stem perlormed like
the software simulation. In doing these tests,. secral limitations of the laboratory test Lfailt. ' .cr.
discovered. The worst limitation \,is on the dat,t-streamt generator. Bmi the number of siniultallnetUs
emitters and the number of pulses per second that could be generated by the Prime P300 computer
were smaller than desired for a full test. When more than ten simultaneous emitters %%ere generated.
the computer-output delays caused the PRIs of the emitters to appear unstable to the signal sorter
Since the loading of the CAM in the signal sorter is based on stable PRIs. more pulses did not match in
the CAM than would be expected theoretically.

Table I shows five runs made while the number of emitters was varied. All emitters generated
for these runs were TYPE I emitters, that is, with stable PRI and frequency parameters. When ten
emitters were input to the signal sorter, the delays caused by the P300 output caused some of the
emitters to be identified as TYPE 4 emitters, with an unstable PRI parameter. The percentage of non-
matching pulses in the CAM also increased. Theoretically, if an emitter has a stable PRI. only three
pulses are required for identification. For ten emitters, the minimum number of missed pulses in the

CAM would be 30. When the number of emitters was increased to 20. both the percentage of non-
matches and the percentage of emitters identified as TYPE 4 increased.

Table I - Laboratory Test Results (CAM Size = 24, Run Time = 0.06 s)

Total Number of TYPE I TYPE 4
Number of Number of CAM Emitters Emitters

Run Emitters Pulses Nonmatches Identified Identified
1 5 516 19 5 0
2 5 508 23 5 0
3 10 1696 53 9 1
4 10 1696 63 8 2
5 20 2564 250 13* 8

*One duplicate entry in emitter file

The overall logic of the signal-sorter system was verified by these tests, even though direct com-
parison could not be made to the simulation results and denser environments could not be run. When
runs were made with five emitters, the results showed that the CAM filtering and the emitter
identification worked as designed. Another test of the CAM filtering procedure was made by varying
the number of words in the CAM. The CAM size is easily viried by the control-panel switches. The
results showed that when the number of CAM words was decreased below the number of' emitters in
the environment, more input pulses were missed in the CAM. This is as expected and agrees with pre-
vious results obtained using the simulation. Some of the results of this test are shown in Table 2.

If a better data-generating scheme could be obtained, further tests could be performed on the
hardware. Based on extrapolation of the niited results, performance of the signal should match that of
the software simulation.
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Table 2 - Test Results: Effect of Varying CAM Size
(Number of Emitters = 5, Run Time - 0.06 s)

Total Number of
Run CAM Size Number of CAM

Pulses Nonmatches
1 24 516 19

2 12 556 21
_3 4 483 54

SUMNMA RY

The software simulation of the signal-sorter system showed that identifying mnan% emitters in at
dense environment in real time is possible with current technology. Using thle simulation, an architec-
ture was developedl which would both handle thle high data rate requirements and be feasible to con-
struct with current sltate-of- the-art components. The resulting architecture was tested against arious
environments with 'he simulation. The simulation results and a paper design ot' the system showed
that (the theoretical processing limit of' the signal-sorter system was onl thle order of' 500.000) pulses per
second. The major colnstiaining factor is the speed of' thi otn-dresbemmresadte(A

controller circuitry. The CAM controller circuitry could be speeded up by the use of' a hard-wired logic
design instead of the firmware-based microcontIroller.

A hardwkare prototype of' the signal-sorting systemn for testing in thle laboratory wais then built.
The hardware in this syvstem wats described in at pre% ous section. Alter ll[ thle modules were tested and
found toi be functional, thle integrated sy*steml %%as interfaiced to at mniconiputer in the laboratory for
sy" stem testing. Included in thle hardware lll that s built %%ere miany test points and additional circuitr%
I r tmonitori ng the system operation.

Tests were run using this Lihorator~ configuration. mid tile closed-loop, signal sorter wIhl Iho
(IC 0il\ Mnd ilter eflcc i~ el. multiple enmitters inI ,i dat-i strcatli I Imitation., InI Iliegntil-op

miinicompu1)Lter itnterfacc lititit thle dcnsmt ot' anl enironmntn that canl he gCneratcd to less tliain ii tutu

pulses per s econd. Ilii'- data rate is miuch snillcr than the lirotected Iflitit fithe sl stentli i1,1 %%I,

built As ot" no%%. thc hard'%ares te has not been tcsted to its li11its I liime~e. thle pelnrilialle 1

thle hlird%%arc lfor tlic le-ss-dcnsc clii' ronnlicits closclk at11ches thle pcrloiiiaicc titdith SIMmIiili

It is, hoped that1 tilc s~ stcm %ill hc testedI luttlier %%Il ith LA gctierator1 that1 Lall prosld ide hlchcl
dtii rate It %%oull Also hc desirable to Iliit' laIce tlie signtal sorter to a ieceIer NOtt Cold IlIi t ahi

tory% for accurate real-time tests; ol tticsc *ret~lckural coiecpts I Iits signail sortet I ul aI as Ai 1 111,14
cessor to an o~ erall FW system., MhichI sOIuld usc tile emitter Infotrmationi (ctetnimled h1% the irr

soirter to provide identification, classitication, and reiltinie response.

One problem which "its not tullk' solked in this w'ork %4J.' thle dentilteation *oid clsIato Ili

exotic emitters. Examples of" this class are 1requeCyI-agile and randoti-PR I entittets I hie predlited
pulse time of' arrival schenie described] in this report. uISt g thle tnatitihng of' direct tol of' airil aind liec
quency in at (AM.- would not be ats effeci e i identifying and ittering these ti pes, of' emittiers R Otis

made with the current simulation sho%% this to be true Schiemes Su(I i as additig allot ter C \ \I to hold
these classes of' eititers or adding special exoltic-etiitter processors to tile systemn liJ'\C beein suggested
The testing of these possible solutions will require more \Aork to be done using tilie Simnulati on plo-
grams.
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Appendix

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Angle of Arrival - The direction of an incoming pulse with respect to the boresighl of the recei\ ing
platform.

Bit-Slice Microprocessor - A section of a microprocessor that may be combined in parallel with other
such sections to form complete CPUs with %arious word lengths.

('onteni-Addressable Memory (CAM) - A random-access memory which is accessed by the data con-
tents of the memory rather than by an address.

CAM Controller - Control circuitry which provides timing and control signals for the CAM Load Pro-
cessor and the List Forming processor (see Fig. I).

CAM Load Processor - Processor which provides the task of loading the CAM from the List
(see Fig. I ).

Common Stack - The buffer used for transferring data from the microprocessor array to the List-
Forming processor.

Direction of Arrival (I)OA) - See angle of arrival.

Emitter - The source of a radar pulse.

1:1() - First-in-first-out buffer used to interface subsystems having different data-rate capabilities.

F:1() Array Buffer - The buffer between the CAM circuitry and the microprocessor array (see Fig. I ).

t ist - The memory circuitry which holds the pulse parameter data which will be loaded into the CAM
(see Fig. I).

List Bins - Partitions of the List which are used to order the emitter data in the List in a next time of'
arrival sequence (see Fig. 2).

List-1orming Processor - Processing portion which loads the proper List bin with the data passed from
the content-addressable memory or the Common Stack.

Microprocessor - The central processing unit (CPIU) of a small computer, implemented on one or a
fe" integrated circuit packages.

Micro processor Array - The group of parallel microprocessors w hich per orm lthe main signal-
identification task (see Fig. I ).

Microprogramming - The implementation of a control function of' a processing system as a Sequence
of control signals stored in a control memory.

Pulse Repetition Frequency - Reciprocal of' the pulse repetition interal
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Pulse Repetition Interval - The time period between successive pulses from an emitter.

Signal Sorter - A system which can sort emitters based on their parameters from a multiemitter data
stream out of a radar receiver.

Time of Arrival (TOA) - Emitter pulse parameter relating to the time the pulse arrived at the receiv-
ing system.
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